Superfunctionalities in nanodispersive precipitation-hardened alloys.
Although nanodispersive precipitation-hardened alloys have been intensively studied over decades as important structural materials, the possibility that these alloys may have superfunctional properties has been completely overlooked. As shown in this Letter, they may have giant low-hysteretic strain responses to external stimuli if the nanosized single-domain precipitates can switch their orientation variants under applied fields. We demonstrate that the misfit-generated coherency stress can significantly reduce the variant switching barriers and may drastically decrease or even eliminate the hysteresis of the strain super responses to external stress and/or magnetic fields. These alloys can thus be functionalized as shape memory, superelastic, and/or supermagnetostrictive materials. The conditions of such functionalization are established by the interpretation-transparent analytical calculations, and confirmed by computer prototyping. In particular, the obtained results pave the way for the engineering of rare-earth free alloys with excellent magnetomechanical and good mechanical properties.